SENATE
List of Bills

S.B. No. 362 (RAISED) GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS. 'AN ACT CONCERNING OPERATIONS OF THE STATE TREASURER', to (1) amend provisions concerning the bonding authority of the Connecticut Municipal Redevelopment Authority, (2) require state agencies to notify the Treasurer of reportable financial obligations, (3) remove the Treasurer from the regional school district committee, and (4) remove provisions concerning the Tax Exempt Proceeds Fund.

REF. GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS

S.B. No. 363 (RAISED) GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS. 'AN ACT CONCERNING THE DESIGNATION OF VARIOUS DAYS, WEEKS AND MONTHS', to designate various days, weeks and months.

REF. GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS

S.B. No. 364 (RAISED) GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS. 'AN ACT CONCERNING REVOLVING-DOOR PROVISIONS OF THE STATE CODE OF ETHICS', to require certain agencies to submit a list of designated positions that are subject to the revolving-door provisions to the Office of State Ethics annually rather than being designated in regulations.

REF. GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS

S.B. No. 365 (RAISED) GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS. 'AN ACT CONCERNING ONLINE APPLICATIONS FOR ABSENTEE BALLOTS', to allow any eligible elector to electronically request an absentee ballot through the Secretary of the State's Internet web site.

REF. GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS

S.B. No. 366 (RAISED) GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS. 'AN ACT CONCERNING MINORITY REPRESENTATION ON CERTAIN LEGISLATIVE BODIES', to impose minority representation requirements upon certain legislative bodies presently not subject to such requirements.

REF. GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS
S.B. No. 367 (RAISED) GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS. 'AN ACT SUBJECTING THE PARTNERSHIP FOR CONNECTICUT, INC. TO THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND STATE ETHICS CODE', to subject The Partnership for Connecticut, Inc. to the Freedom of Information Act and state ethics code. 
REF. GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS

S.B. No. 368 (RAISED) GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS. 'AN ACT CONCERNING THE COUNTING OF INCARCERATED PERSONS FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS', to provide for the adjustment of population data so as to count incarcerated persons as residents of their last town of residence rather than as residents of the town in which the correctional facility is located.
REF. GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ELECTIONS

S.B. No. 369 (RAISED) INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE. 'AN ACT CONCERNING DENTAL AND VISION INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR CHILDREN, STEPCHILDREN AND OTHER DEPENDENT CHILDREN', to allow children, stepchildren and other dependent children to retain dental and vision insurance coverage under their parents' insurance policies until they attain the age of twenty-six or obtain substitute coverage through an employer.
REF. INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

S.B. No. 370 (RAISED) PUBLIC HEALTH. 'AN ACT ELIMINATING THE RACE DESIGNATION ON MARRIAGE LICENSES', to eliminate the race designation on marriage licenses.
REF. PUBLIC HEALTH

S.B. No. 371 (RAISED) PUBLIC HEALTH. 'AN ACT ELIMINATING THE REQUIREMENT THAT FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS REGISTER WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH', to eliminate the requirement that food establishments register with the Department of Public Health.
REF. PUBLIC HEALTH

S.B. No. 372 (RAISED) PUBLIC HEALTH. 'AN ACT CONCERNING THE DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES' LEVEL OF NEED ASSESSMENT', to establish a task force to study the Department of Developmental Services' level of need assessment system.
REF. PUBLIC HEALTH
S.B. No. 373 (RAISED) PUBLIC HEALTH. 'AN ACT CONCERNING NEWBORN INFANT HEALTH SCREENING', to require health screening of newborn infants no earlier than twenty-four hours after the birth of the newborn infant and not later than forty-eight hours after the birth of such infant and to add various metabolic and genetic disorders to the newborn infant screening panel.

REF. PUBLIC HEALTH